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rendered it difficult for the small holder to offer any resistance.
Moreover a farmer who fondly believed that he had a copy-
hold of inheritance and that his land would pass as a matter
of course to his heir on his death,, and who often paid a rent
which, thanks to the fall in the value of money and other causes,
bore little proportion to the value of the land he occupied,
suddenly found that his landlord was no longer content with
the customary payments but was bent upon substituting a rack
rent, and also sought to supplant the copyhold of inheritance
by a mere copyhold for life.   An example of what was hap-
pening is supplied by a petition from 186 inhabitants of a
barony in Cumberland to Oliver Cromwell.  Their respective
tenements, they said, had descended from ancestor to heir,
paying only a two- or three-penny fine at the most—that is,
two or three years5 ancient rent of their tenements as it fell due,
upon the death of the lord of the manor or upon change of
tenant by death.   They performed suit of court and border
service, and owed one boon or day's work at harvest, or four-
pence in case of default.  They paid a penny for liberty to cut
wood growing on their tenements and Tour pence at Michael-
mas for land serjeant fee, and no other rents, monies or services
whatsoever'.  Now a new landlord, who had purchased these
manors from the Crown, endeavoured to break their ancient
customs  and  to   exact  arbitrary,   unreasonable  fines—forty
pence, fifty pence, and even more—and those refusing to pay
he ejected from their lands and thus depopulated much of the
barony; or else he wasted the tenants' sustenance by suits at
law in order to compel them to become tenants at will.1
Nevertheless, before our period ends, inclosures find de-
fenders, who argue that progressive farming is impossible in the
old communal villages, with their countless strips, common
pasture, and obsolete methods. And, as population slowly grew,
towns became larger, and employment in industry increased,
improved methods were necessary. These considerations made
inclosed farms essential.
Of particular importance during the seventeenth century was
the draining of fens and marshes. In all, well over half a million
acres were added to the cultivated land in England. The out-
standing example is the draining of the Great Level of the
1 John Musgrave, A True Representation of the State of the Bordering Customary
Tenants in the North \c, 1654].

